CANDIDATES FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE IN THE CITY OF MILPITAS

MUNICIPAL ELECTION - NOVEMBER 3, 2020

FOR MAYOR
1. Pete McHugh obtained Nomination Paper 7/30/2020
2. Voltaire Montemayor obtained Nomination Paper 7/14/2020
3. Rich Tran obtained Nomination Paper 7/13/2020

FOR CITY COUNCIL
1. Evelyn Chua obtained Nomination Paper 7/13/2020
2. Julian Hilario, Jr. received candidate filing packet 7/30/2020
3. Robert Marini obtained Nomination Paper 7/20/2020
4. Demetress Morris obtained Nomination Paper 7/14/2020
5. Robert (Bob) Nuñez received candidate filing packet 7/15/2020
6. Anthony Phan obtained Nomination Paper 7/21/2020
7. Suraj Viswanathan obtained Nomination Paper 7/17/2020
8. Tiffany Vuong obtained Nomination Paper 7/14/2020

Milpitas residents listed above have filed FPPC Form 501 with the Milpitas City Clerk.

As of 7/30/2020